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WordPower for Grid 3
WordPower is designed to help you say exactly what you want to in the most efficient way possible.
Users can quickly generate novel sentences, with a unique vocabulary design that enables you to
put together the majority of your sentence without leaving the home grid.
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What is WordPower?

WordPower is a word-based vocabulary that provides users with the tools to get talking quickly and
accurately. It combines core vocabulary, spelling, and powerful prediction features to help users
build complex, novel sentences in as few selections as possible.
This unique vocabulary has been developed by renowned Speech and Language Pathologist Nancy
Inman, and is ideal for people who are non-verbal and have developing literacy.

Core vocabulary
The grid set takes advantage of the fact that while we may have a normal speaking vocabulary of
between 10,000 and 40,000 words, a core of just 100 words accounts for approximately 50 percent
of words spoken. Kucera and Francis’ 1967 study, which analysed written language samples for
word frequency, revealed the following:
- The top 10 words account for 24% of written text
- The top 50 word account for 41.2% of written text
- The top 100 words account for 48.1% of written text
The following is a sample of those frequently occurring words:

I
a
in

to
it
is

you
my
me

the
and
on

that
of
do

have
I’ll
was

Word classes
The core words of WordPower are categorised, colour-coded and alphabetised for easy access. The
main categories include:
Questions
Interjections
Pronouns
Negatives
Helping verbs
Verbs
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Articles
Prepositions and
conjunctions
Describing words
Indefinite pronouns
Time words

Additional features
Sentences can be generated from a grid of core vocabulary, or from within a specific category grid.
Within category grids, users are only presented with high frequency core vocabulary related to that
category, reducing the distraction of seeing core vocabulary which may not be relevant.
Users are supported to create pronoun phrases within categories so that when a pronoun is
selected, the most likely next words are shown to the user. This reduces the need to “mask” or hide
vocabulary, as this occurs naturally within the grid set.
Features including logical next word prediction and word completion also allow users to create
simple or complex sentences, using a robust and sophisticated AAC vocabulary.
Accessible apps such as email and text messaging are built into the vocabulary, giving users the
freedom to write text messages and emails using their symbol vocabulary.

WordPower design
WordPower was originally inspired by a man communicating with the green “Talking Board,” a word
and letter based low-tech board (Ghora Khan Groto, Incorporated, 1988). This is a communication
board consisting of high frequency words and spelling. The arrangement of the board is consistent
with the Fitzgerald Key format and is laid out as follows:
Pronouns / articles
/ questions
Alphabet

Verbs

Prepositions /
conjunctions
Adjectives /
adverbs

The design of WordPower also uses the Fitzgerald Key arrangement. The Fitzgerald format follows
a left to right linguistic order. Question words and pronouns are positioned on the left of the display,
followed by action words, and then descriptors (Fitzgerald, 1954).
The WordPower overlay is colour coded according to the general guidelines set forth in the Picture
Communication Symbols Book, indicating that people and personal pronouns should be coded with
yellow, and verbs should be coded in green (Roxanna Mayer-Johnson, 1989).
The word list used to construct the WordPower grid set was derived from a study completed in 1984
which looked at the five hundred most frequently occurring words in the language as produced by
five adult AAC users (Beukelman, D., Yorkston, K., Poblete, M., and Naranjo, C. 1984).
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WordPower 100

WordPower 100 is suitable for users who are able to accurately access pages with a large number
of cells, giving them quick and efficient access to vocabulary with the fewest number of selections
and page jumps.
The grid set uses whole words alongside cells with symbol support. This supports sight reading and
the recognition of high frequency core words, which are often more difficult to clearly represent with
symbols.
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WordPower 60

WordPower 60 offers users the same robust vocabulary and efficiency as WordPower 100, but can
be accessed by users who require larger and/or fewer cells.
Larger cells can enable users with motor, visual, or developmental difficulties to access cells more
easily and accurately. Fewer cells may also be suitable for users who are younger, or at an earlier
stage in their language development.
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Installing WordPower for Grid 3

When you create a new user in Grid 3, WordPower 60 and 100 will be added automatically if you
select Symbol communication grids.
WordPower can be added to an existing Grid 3 user by entering the Menu and selecting Add.
Select Symbol communication then Next.
Scroll down the list of Symbol communication grid sets and you will find WordPower 60 and
WordPower 100. Select the grid set you want to add and click Next.
You will be given a brief description of the grid set. To finish, select Add.
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Linked category grids

The table below outlines the linked categories within the grid set.

SOCIAL

QUESTIONS
PEOPLE
PLACES

ACTIONS
TIME

DESCRIBE

GROUPS

Greetings, interjections
personal information and
social questions. Also includes a place for the
user to store NEWS.
Question words, often leading word
completion options or logical next words. A
smart “?” or smart “!” will add punctuation
and speak a sentence.
Space to add the names of family and friends.
Common places arranged by
building, home, outside and school. Links to
EATING OUT and SHOPS take you to related
grids with further vocabulary.
Verbs arranged in alphabetical order. The A-Z
link gives access to a wider selection of verbs.
Time related words. Cells such as “Today is…”
use intelligent jumps to support the user to say
the date.
Describing words, including FEELINGS,
COLOURS, and adjectives grouped by
opposites ( e.g. better-worse, big-little). The
A-Z link gives access to further adjectives,
listed alphabetically.
Semantic categories (e.g. holidays, pets).
Includes links to Accessible Apps (e.g. email).
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Practice sentences

We have compiled some useful practice sentences to help you get started and explore the
categories of the grid set. These sentences can be used in either WordPower 60 or WordPower 100.

Single hit sentences which use only core words on the main page. Select the full stop to speak
the sentence.
1.

I am good at this.

2.

I want more.

3.

I want to go out.

4.

I don’t like this.

5.

I don’t want to do that.

6.

I have finished it.

7.

I really don’t know.

8.

That is my work.

9.

I will go there with you.

10.

I think I would like to do that.

11.

I would love to talk to you.

12.

I am doing really good work.

“I want more.”
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“I have finished it.”

Single hit sentences using core words which show some of the smart grammar features. Some
sentences also use self-closing category pages which can be selected from the main page.
13.
Will you play with me?			
		Select the QUESTIONS cell to find the “?”.
14.
I am going to go. 				
		See how smart grammar works to change verbs as you build your sentence.
15.
I wanted (want + ed) to see (PEOPLE) grandma.
		Notice the –ing, –ed and –s options below the message bar, following the verbs.
16.
I told him.
		See how –ed works for irregular verbs the suggested pronouns.
17.
I went to the (PLACES) cinema (TIME) yesterday.
		Notice the suggested word “went” and use of the self-closing PLACES and TIME 		
		categories.
18.
(QUESTIONS) Why did you do that? That is (DESCRIBE) wrong.
		Notice that QUESTIONS and DESCRIBE both self-close.
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These sentences take advantage of logical next words and word completion. With these
sentences, pay attention to the yellow prediction cells, which populate with suggested words. The
words underlined below indicate word completion/suggested words.
1.

I can do it myself.

2.

I need a hug.

3.

I need more money.

4.

I want to play a game.

5.

I really love drinking coffee with you.

6.

Do you want to watch a film with me?

7.

I listened to music for a little while.

8.

You need to get ready to go.

9.

I saw (see + ed) that a long time ago.

10.

I will help him to talk.

11.

I have been reading the magazine.

12.

Will you help her with that?

13.

I don’t think I can do it without you.

14.

(QUESTIONS) How long do you need it?

15.

(QUESTIONS) What colour do you want?
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Selecting certain core verbs (“drink”, “eat”, “listen”, “play”, “read”, “watch”, “wear”), direct links to
their related categories to appear automatically. We have highlighted where a jump takes place
within the sentence.
1.

Do you want to drink (DRINKS) coke with ice?

2.

I really love to eat (FOOD) pizza.

3.

I like listening to (MUSIC) country and rock music.

4.

I like to watch (SPORTS) basketball and tennis.

5.

Will you read me (READING) a story?

6.

Do you like to watch (TV/MOVIES) the news?

7.

I love to play (TOYS) with bubbles.

8.

Will you come over to see me (TIME) tomorrow?”

9.

I am feeling really great!

10.

Do you want to eat at McDonald’s with me?
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These sentences demonstrate core vocabulary within the categories. Speak these sentences by
first selecting the category from the GROUPS grid.
1.

(ART) I like drawing pictures with you.

2.

(PETS) Do you want to feed the fish?

3.

(BUGS) I really don’t like mosquitoes.

4.

(PLANETS) I really love planets and stars.

5.

(FOOD) I love to eat pizza with (TOPPINGS) pepperoni and mushrooms.

6.

(DRINKS) I am drinking coffee with cream and sugar.

7.

(MEALS) (CHINESE) I will have chicken dumplings and fried rice.

8.

(TOYS) I love to play with my iPad and my trampoline.

9.

(VEHICLES) Can I have the car and the bus?

10.

(DRINKS) What do you want to drink? I will have a smoothie please.
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Low-tech WordPower grids

WordPower 60 and WordPower 100 have been created for Grid 3, to be used on high-tech
communication devices. Low-tech versions have been developed for both grid sets, which you can
print off and use.
Each low-tech communication grid consists of core vocabulary, an alphabet for spelling and some
useful quick phrases - split over two pages. For consistency, the core vocabulary page layout is very
similar to its high-tech version. Cells you wouldn’t need when using a printed communication grid,
such as prediction cells and the chat writing area, have been replaced with additional vocabulary.
This extra vocabulary maximises what can be said using only that page.
You can download the low-tech grid sets for WordPower 60 and WordPower 100 from within the
Add grid set menu in Grid 3.

Why use low tech?
There are many situations when you might not have access to your high-tech communication aid,
such as a P.E. lesson or bath time. In these situations, the low-tech grids can be used to enable
communication to continue.
For AAC users who are learning to use WordPower the low-tech grids can also be used alongside
WordPower in Grid 3, to model language to the user. Modelling language means pointing to the
symbols or words on the grid at the same time as speaking to the AAC user. There is a lot of
evidence that this is a great way to help teach AAC users vocabulary and support their language
development.
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WordPower 60

WordPower 100
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